
Urielsoft,
With an aim of providing the best aviation service solution, 
it designs, develops and supplies the most optimized 
solutions and devices needed to perform tasks in the fields 
of air transportation and operation.

A Professional Job Training for Ground Crew

DCS training program!

While CRS (Computer Reservation System) reserves a 
flight and issues an e-ticket, DCS (Departure Control 
System) checks the information on the e-ticket, changes 
and amends the journey information before it prints out 
the final boarding pass and baggage tag.

* The above images show the actual DCS program screens 
of the check-in system developed by Urielsoft.

What is DCS?

GUI TYPE

HOST TYPE

WEB TYPE

Anyone can easily learn DCS 
with different types

of DCS training program
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Features of Urielsoft’s 
DCS Training Program DCS Training

Only the Expert Aviation System Developer
Can make the Best DCS Training Program.

Urielsoft is an expert company specialized in 
developing aviation service solutions and devices 

in Korea. With over 10 years of experience in 
developing airline and airport systems, Urielsoft 
has developed DCS and DCS training program for 

airlines.

Urielsoft's DCS is compatible with every hardware that is 
necessary in check-in process. 

Hardware Compatibility 

Provide identical funtions as a 
real check-in system, so that 

quickly adapt to on-site
check-in tasks

Similar Environment 
Enable to customize user 

interface and functions by 
customer’s request

Customizable

Provide a high standard
education at a reasonable price

Cost Effective
Proven program that is used 

in local ground crew 
academies for many years

Proven Program
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<Boarding Pass/Baggage Tag Printer>
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A DCS training program allows students to 
practice DCS as if he/she is encountering a 
real-life situation by providing an identical 
environment with the real system, so that 
he/she can get used to the tasks at the 
counter. It educates how to perform tasks 

Customizable UI and function according to the customer's request
Identical functions with the actual check-in process that allows 
those who have completed the training to perform any on-site 
check-in tasks immediately
Easy training process with user-friendliness

DCS Training Program

* Features

Assigning seats, handling baggage, issuing boarding pass and 
baggage tag for passengers
Handling “change, block, protect” of the seats
Dealing with “flight assign”, “gate message” and
all types  of  “editing”
Utilizing airline entry

* Functions

related to the boarding procedure such as issuing a
boarding pass, assigning seats, handling baggage, etc. for 
the passengers who have made a reservation, and other 
general check-in counter services. 
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